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Abstract. In this study, the effect of different intake manifold geometries on the performance of a spark-ignited engine is
investigated both numerically and experimentally. 1D and 1D-3D simulations are carried out to ﬁnd the optimal dimensions of
different intake manifold designs. The numerical simulations are successfully validated with real data. The results show that the
manifold design utilizing two-valve throttle has a better performance. The superior design is constructed and mounted on the
engine to compare the output result with the base design. The operation tests are performed at various rotational speeds in the
range of 1000-6000 rpm. Regarding the experimental tests, the superior double intake manifold increases the engine brake power
and torque by 6.814%.
Keywords: Double intake manifold, 1D-3D numerical simulation, Experimental test, Optimization, SI engine.

1. Introduction
a mixture of fuel and air is needed to generate power in internal combustion engines. In the intake stroke, the intake valve
opens, and the air enters the intake system due to the difference between the cylinder and the ambient pressure and then flows
through the intake system to the cylinder. The intake manifold is one of the most effective components of the engine suction
system [1,2]. The intake manifold in spark-ignited engines is connected to the throttle and the intake ports (runners) of the
cylinder head. By changing the angle of the throttle, the inlet air to the engine is controlled and distributed through the intake
manifolds between the cylinders. Important criteria for intake manifold design are: low resistance to airflow, proper distribution
of fuel and air between cylinders, proper length of ducts and branches to take advantage of the effects of RAM, use of flow
momentum entering the cylinder to continue suction flow to the cylinder is called RAM, and sufficient heating to ensure fuel
evaporates in the Carburetor spray engines or engines with a spray-on throttle. In intake manifold design, some important
considerations are required; for example, the size of ducts and branches should be large enough to allow sufficient airflow to
transport the fuel droplets. To take advantage of the RAM effect, equal branches of larger and longer ducts and bends with larger
bending angles are used [1]. In the following, some of the research carried out in the ﬁeld of intake manifolds are discussed:
Keoleian and Kar [2] Studied 3D intake manifolds and analyzed their design parameters using the cycle design method. The
results showed that nylon composite manifold reduces fuel consumption, but it increases the cost of production. Siqueira et al. [3]
simulated an inlet manifold to investigate the pressure distribution in each of the four inlet pipes in different engine performance
cycles. By comparing three different types of the plenum, they were looking for the best engine performance. After simulating the
flow, they observed that the transient analysis yields more realistic results than the steady flow analysis, but the major
disadvantage of this analysis is the time it takes and the need for the correct boundary conditions to be solved accurately. Ceviz
[4] conducted a basic study on the influence of intake plenum geometry on performance of an engine. The results indicate that
the intake plenum volume has a great influence on the studied parameters. Also, a new intake manifold for a spark-ignited
engine is developed by Ceviz and Akin [5]. This new manifold design is equipped with variable length plenum. The results show
more fuel consumption at high load and low engine rotational speeds. Jemni et al. [6] worked on a three-dimensional numerical
simulation of the turbulent flow through the two manifolds. The proposed model was based on solving Naviere-Stokes and
energy equations by the help of the three-dimensional CFD code. The results show that brake power, brake torque, and brake
thermal efficiency are improved by 16%, 13.9%, and 12.5%, respectively. A new technique for online estimation of throttle valve’s
discharge coefficient is developed by Butt et al. [7]. Vichi et al. [8] worked on an engine intake system with variable geometry. They
tried to optimize engine power and vehicle drivability. The proposed optimal plenum volume to enhance engine performance.
Manmadhachary et al. [9] designed a diesel engine’s spiral intake manifold to enhance volumetric efﬁciency. They concluded that
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the size and shape of the manifold has a significant effect on volumetric engine efficiency. Direct numerical simulation is used by
Giannakopoulos et al. [10] to study the incompressible ﬂow in the intake pipes of a manifold. They investigate the effect of
boundary conditions on ﬂow physics. Zhao et al. [11] used the GT-Power software to investigate the effect of variable valve timing
and cylinder-deactivation in a 4-cylinder SI engine manifold. They showed that their strategy could improve the fuel economy of
the SI engine. Also, Hall et al. [12] work on modeling SI engines with variable valve timing. Silva et al. [13] numerically studied the
optimal length of runners in the intake manifold of a 4-cylinder SI engine. The GT-Power software is used for their 1D simulations.
They claimed that the optimal runner length is shorter in the high engine rotational speed and will increase with a decrease of
engine rotational speed. Three new intake manifold designs for a single-cylinder diesel engine are presented by Sadeq et al. [14].
Spiral-helical geometries with different helical diameter are used in this study. The detailed effects of manifold geometry and fuel
properties on engine emission are reported simultaneously. Souza et al. [15] performed a numerical investigation on a 4-stroke
Otto engine with one intake valve per each of four cylinders. The GT-Power software package is utilized for one-dimensional
numerical simulations. The influence of manifold geometry on engine efficiency is the main target of this study. An experimental
setup is comprised of an Otto engine driven by an electrical motor. Souza et al. [15] show that their new manifold geometry can
improve engine efﬁciency by 6%. Liu et al. [16] investigated the characteristics of alcohol/kerosene as fuel for aero spark-ignition
engine. the results show that this kind of fuel (alcohol ratio ≥50%) can lead to higher efﬁciency than gasoline. Menzel et al. [17]
conducted a multi-objective optimization to find maximum volumetric and thermal efficiency of the internal combustion engine.
The considered design variables in their study were inlet and exhaust valves timing. Mariani et al. [18] using an extreme learning
machine to study the cyclic of a spark-ignition engine. the results show that the mean effective pressure obtained by this method
is in good agreement with the experimental data and ELM leads to better results than other existed technique. Zhao et al. [19]
introduced a new ignition strategy using multi-channel sparks. The experimental data indicate that the three-channel sparks
raise the ignition probability and extend the fuel-lean ignition limits in comparison with the single-channel discharge. Och et al.
[20] utilized a mathematical optimization procedure to improve the gas exchange process of a single-cylinder ignition engine. the
considered optimization variables were duct lengths and valve timing. Also, the objective function was the volumetric
efficiency.،The results showed that optimal valve timing increases the volumetric efficiency. Shi et al. [21] simulated the intake
manifold of a spark-ignition Wankel engine. the results showed that the ignitability improves in the H2-enriched ignition
environment. Gocmen et al. [22] studied the solutions of reducing the pressure drop in a compression ignition engine. Actually, by
simulating the intake manifold of a diesel engine in Ansys-Fluent software, they decided to find a plan to reduce the pressure
drop in the intake manifold. The pressure drop reduction leads to reduce the pressure difference between the inlet and outlet of
the manifold. The main purpose of their study is to achieve an ideal design of the intake manifold that distributes the inlet flow
between the cylinders equally. Their results show that the proposed manifold model has a significant effect on reducing the flow
pressure drop.
Improving the performance of internal combustion engines and controlling their pollutant emissions are one of the most
important goals of engine development engineers. The purpose of this research is to increase the maximum power and torque of
the engine at different rotational speeds by designing and constructing a superior intake manifold. Increasing the power and
torque of the engine allows the vehicle to reach maximum rotational speed in a shorter time. In the present study, both 1D and
1D-3D simulations are utilized. Both of these numerical simulations are achieved based on the optimal dimensions using the GTPower simulation platform. The objective function in the present optimization is to increase the torque and power of the engine.
Of course, the optimum manifold must be mountable on the engine due to location restrictions. At the same time, the
manufacturing process should be as inexpensive and straightforward as possible .The process of doing the research is described
in Fig. 1. The superior intake manifold design is manufactured by manual molding of epoxy with glass ﬁbers. The superior
manufactured manifold is mounted on the engine, and its output torque and power are compared with the same engine
equipped with a base manifold. The results show that the proposed superior design can improve engine performance by up to
6.814%.

Fig. 1. The process of turning an idea into a product in this study.
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Fig. 2. Model used to simulate the flow in the base engine.
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Table 1. General specifications of the base engine
Parameter

Specification

No. Cylinder
Type of cooling
Bore (m)
Stroke (m)
Max. Power (HP)
Capacity, cc/compression ratio
Maximum rotational Speed (rpm)
Intel Valve Opens (deg)
Intel Valve Closes (deg)
Exhaust Valve Opens (deg)
Exhaust Valve Closes (deg)

6 cylinder, V type, SI gasoline, 4-stroke
Water-cooled Engine
0.093
0.073
230
2988/10
6200
3 BTDC
139 BTDC
49 BBDB
3 ATDC

Table 2. Main properties of the pure fuel used
Properties

Gasoline

Approx. formula
Density at 15 °C (kg/m3)
Octane number. engine
Calorific valve(kJ/kg)
Molecular weight vapor pressure (kPa) at 38°C
Boiling point (°C)
Enthalpy of vaporization (kJ/kg). at 298 k
Lower heating value mass (MJ/kg)
Lower heating value volume (MJ/l)
Lambda
Conditioning temperature (K)
Adiabatic flame temperature (K)

C8H18
734
91-94
43400
100
62-90
310
44.5
32.9
0.94-1.04
298
2266

2. Numerical Simulation of the Base Engine
2.1 Engine specifications
Before the numerical simulating of the engine, it is necessary to investigate the engine specifications discussed in the present
study. The specifications of this engine are shown in table 1. Also, the main properties of pure fuel are presented in table 2.
2.2 One-dimensional simulation of the base engine
In the present study, a one-dimensional simulation of engine performance is performed with the GT-Power software package,
which is widely used in internal combustion engine studies [11, 13, 15, 23-31]. This software is appropriate to simulate engine
power circuit, but due to the need for much input information for the simulation, the simulation process will have some
difficulties. In this case, experimental data is needed to minimize the error in the simulation process. Some of the experimental
data needed in the one-dimensional simulation process require engine performance tests, which can be economically costly to
perform above tests. To simulate the engine power circuit in the GT-Power software, each of the engine components such as inlet,
and outlet pipes, throttle, fuel sprinkler, intake, and outlet manifolds, intake, and exhaust valves, cylinders, pistons, and
crankshaft must be defined in the software. After geometric measurements of the components’ dimensions involved in the
simulation process as well as measurements of engine performance variables such as opening, and closing timing of engine
valves, spark plugs, inlet air temperature to the engine, etc., a one-dimensional engine power generation system for the base
engine will be as Fig. 2. To investigate the accuracy of this numerical model, engine simulation results are compared with the
experimental data (Fig. 3). According to Fig. 3, the brake power obtained from engine simulation has an acceptable agreement
with the experimental results.

Fig. 3. Comparison of brake torque values in 1D simulation and experimental data for the base engine.
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2.3 Basic fluid flow equations in GT Power software
In the GT power software, the following equations are considered:
dm
dt
d( me )
dt

= −p

d( ρHV )
dt

.

d( m)
dt

=

=

dv
dt

∑
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2

+
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D
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where m, p, H, T, ρ ,u, and Cp indicate mass, pressure, enthalpy, temperature, density, and specific heat coefficient, respectively.
Also, h and A are convective coefficient, and heat transfer area, respectively. Equations (1) to (4) are the mass continuity, energy,
enthalpy, and momentum equations, respectively. The governing equations for the fluid flow are solved by integrating respect to
time and space. This integration can be done both explicitly and implicitly. In the present study, an explicit method has been used
to solve the fluid flow field. In this method, the values of pressure, temperature, and other variables in each cell are calculated
according to the known values of neighboring cells at each time step. In the present study, for one-dimensional simulation, the
pressure and inlet conditions of the suction system and also the outlet of the discharge system are required. The pressure and
temperature values for the inlet air are 1 atm, and 293.15 K, respectively. On the other hand, the pressure of the exhaust gases is
considered equal to 1 atm.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Fig. 4. Proposed designs of intake manifold design of (a) base, (b) type ‘A’, (c) type ‘B’, and (d) type ‘C’.
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Table 3. Dimensional optimization range of different intake manifolds for maximum engine brake power and torque

Manifold design A
Manifold design B
Manifold design C

Runners diameter
(mm)
40-50
40-50
40-50

Runners Length
(mm)
200-300
200-300
200-300

Sub-plenum volume
(103 mm3)
400-600
-

Main plenum volume
(103 mm3)
1400-1600
1400-1600
600-800

Table 4. Optimal intake manifolds’ dimensions for maximum engine brake power and torque

Manifold design A
Manifold design B
Manifold design C

Runners diameter
(mm)
40.5
42
42

Runners Length
(mm)
250
270
275

Sub- plenum volume
(103 mm3)
575
-

Main plenum volume
(103 mm3)
1600
1600
800

3. Numerical Simulation of Samples and Selection of Superior Design
3.1 Suggested geometries
Three designs were considered to improve the maximum power and torque output of the engine. Proposed designs are
suggested based on the intake manifold geometry of modern spark-ignited engines as well as creative innovations in using
existing designs and combining their design ideas. Concerning the limitations in layout, the availability of raw materials, the
manufacturing process, manufacturing costs, and other factors, it results that there are not many plans to consider. The
suggested geometries and the basic intake manifold geometry, along with the internal volume of these geometries, are shown in
Fig. 4. The proposed intake manifold design must be mounted at the intended location, and also it should be manufactured with
acceptable cost. Among the proposed designs, the best design will be selected for construction according to the 1D-3D simulation
results.
3.2 One-dimensional simulation and optimization of samples
Regarding the different intake manifolds designs, three different models are considered in the GT-Power software for
complete engine simulation (Fig. 5). The optimization process of intake manifold’s geometry includes ﬁnding the optimal
dimensions for maximum power and torque. The dimensional optimization range for maximum engine brake power and torque
of proposed manifold designs of ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’ is shown in table 3. The optimal dimensions for maximum engine brake power and
torque are obtained by GT-power software. These dimensions are shown in table 4.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 5. 1D models for the manifold design of (a) type ‘A’, (b) type ‘B’, and (c) type ‘C’ in GT-Power software.
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After selecting the dimensions introduced in table 4, the engine is re-simulated with the optimized manifolds to determine
the brake power and torque at various rotational speeds for different proposed manifolds. Fig. 6 compares engine brake power
and torque variations for the engine with different manifolds and the engine with the base manifold. Regarding this figure, onedimensional simulation implies that the manifold design ‘C’ has higher brake power and torque over a wide range of engine
rotational speeds. By examining the results of the 1D-3D simulation, one can make a more precise decision to choose the best
manifold design out of the three proposed designs.
3.3 1D-3D simulation
In complex geometry, the results of the 1D simulation may not be accurate enough. To be sure, the 1D-3D simulation can be
utilized to improve simulation accuracy. In this method, all engine components are ﬁrst simulated in 1D, then 3D simulation is
performed using 1D information (boundary and initial conditions). For the next step, the results of the 3D simulation is
introduced to the 1D solver again. This process is repeated until an engine cycle is completed. Then, in the case of convergence,
the solution ends. In the case of non-convergence, the 1D-3D simulation solution will continue. At least 5 to 10, 1D-3D simulation
cycles should be performed to reach the acceptable convergence. The 3D solver needs the initial values such as velocity,
temperature and species to begin solving the equations of flow in the input path. In the present study, the initial values of
velocity and temperature are 0 m/s and 297 K, respectively. The initial values of the species are reported in Table 5. Fig. 7 shows
the results of 1D and 1D-3D simulations of the base engine compared to the experimental data. As can be seen, 1D-3D simulation
is more accurate than 1D simulation in predicting engine torque variations. It should be noted that both of the simulations are in
good agreement with experimental results. However, 1D-3D simulation is more accurate than 1D simulation in predicting changes
in engine power and braking torque.
3.4 Volumetric efficiency
The intake manifold directly affects engine performance by its inﬂuence on the suction process. Fig. 8 shows the changes in
volumetric efficiency at different engine performance speeds for different designs of intake manifolds. As can be seen, at low
rotational speeds, the volumetric efficiency of the different intake manifold is approximately the same, but after the speed of
2000 rpm, the difference in the volumetric efﬁciency of the manifold will intensify. According to Fig. 8, the manifold design ‘C’ has
the highest volumetric efﬁciency after 2000 rpm.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Variations in (a) brake power and (b) brake torque at different rotational speeds at optimal dimensions.

Fig. 7. Comparison of brake torque values of 1D, 1D-3D numerical
simulation and experimental data for the base engine.

Fig. 8. Comparison of volumetric efﬁciency variations of 1D-3D
numerical simulation at different engine rotational speeds for
proposed designs.
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Table 5. Initial values of species in 3D solver
species
Mass percentage
O2
0.018
H2O
0.02
CO2
0.04
N2
0.76

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 9. Mass flow rate variations of air intake to the engine at rotational speeds of (a) 1000 rpm, (b) 2000 rpm, (c) 3000 rpm, (d) 4000 rpm, (e) 5000 rpm,
and (f) 6000 rpm. (The opening and closing time of the inlet valve is shown by two dash lines)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

9

Fig. 10. Pressure variations of air intake to the engine at rotational speeds of (a) 1000 rpm, (b) 2000 rpm, (c) 3000 rpm, (d) 4000 rpm, (e) 5000 rpm, and
(f) 6000 rpm. (The opening and closing time of the inlet valve is shown by two dash lines)

The variation in the inlet mass flow rate to the cylinder can result in volumetric efficiency variation and should be analyzed.
Fig. 9 shows the mass ﬂow rate variations of the inlet air to the engine for different intake manifold designs. The cylinder
pressure varies during the intake stroke (Fig. 10). When the cylinder is suctioned at low engine rotational speeds, the pressure
inside the cylinder is first lowered and lead to moving the flow through the manifold to the cylinder. As the pressure difference
between the cylinder and the manifold at low rotational speeds is negligible, the cylinder pressure approaches the manifold
pressure very rapidly and the flow is reversed. At this moment, the flow goes out of the cylinder. The process of inflow and
outflow from the cylinder is repeated until the end of the suction period and the inlet flow fluctuates during the time. This
phenomenon is quite evident at rotational speed of 1000 rpm for manifold design A (Fig. 9a). For the manifold designs ‘B’ and ‘C’,
the flow velocity is higher at the start of suction in the cylinder, and consequently, the pressure drop created at the manifold is
Journal of Applied and Computational Mechanics, Vol. 9, No. 1, (2023), 1-14
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greater (Fig. 9a). For this reason, the ﬂow ﬂuctuations are less observed at manifold designs of ‘B’ and ‘C’. At 2000 and 3000 rpm,
the flow fluctuations are noticeably reduced or not observed at all (Fig. 9b and Fig.9c). Due to the increase in the pressure drop of
the cylinder, the flow over the suction process is able to fill the cylinder at a larger interval in the higher speed of the piston
movement (Figs. 9b and 9c). For this reason, the flow in the intake stroke of the engine will not oscillate during suction. In the
experimental test, the opening and closing times of the valve is set to maximize the engine's volumetric efficiency at near the
rotational speed of 4500 rpm. For this reason, the volumetric efficiency in this speed range is maximized in all the proposed
manifolds. Subsequently, at 5000 and 6400 rotational speeds, due to the high ﬂow return at the start of suction (owing to the high
pressure of the cylinder at the start of the valve opening), a large part of the flowing mass departed from the suction system and
the cylinder volume efﬁciency will decrease. (Figs. 9 and 10). The pressure distribution in the different intake manifolds at
rotational speeds of 1000, 4000 and 6000 rpm are shown in Fig. 11. As is evident in all of these ﬁgures (Figs. 11a, 10b, and 10c), the
presence of an intake plenum in the manifold brings the inlet pressure close to the atmospheric pressure. For example, at intake
manifold designs ‘A’ and ‘B’, which have relatively large intake plenum, the inside pressure at different rotational speeds is closer
to atmospheric pressure (Fig. 11a and 11b). Of course, a large intake plenum is not always a viable solution to improve engine
efficiency. Engine intake plenum volume should be proportional to engine requirements. Expanding the intake plenum reduces
the flow rate. As the flow velocity decreases at the inlet, the movement of the flow through the inlet to the cylinder will be slower.
As the piston speed increases, the velocity of airflow into the cylinder increases too. Increasing the velocity of the inlet air to the
cylinder will reduce the pressure in the intake manifold (Fig. 11). Due to the high temperature variations in the runners, especially
for type 'C', the thermal stress will be important in selecting of their materials.
3.5 Brake power and torque
The variations of brake power and torque at various engine rotational speeds for different intake manifolds are shown in Fig.
12. Regarding this figure, the manifold design ‘C’ has the highest brake power and torque at various engine rotational speeds. The
reasons for the superiority of design C are:
Ⅰ) Use two standalone intake plenums for six cylinders:
One of the most important advantages of design ‘C’ is the separation of the inlet flow into two isolated parts. The use of two
independent plenums, each controlled by a separate throttle, reduces engine pump losses and optimizes pulse flow. On the other
hand, the independence of the manifold plenums makes the fluid flow more regular when it enters the manifold. Using a
common plenum to store the entire inlet flow to the manifolds reduces the flow in the intake stroke, thereby reducing volumetric
engine efficiency.
Ⅱ) Reduction of minor losses:
In design ‘C’, because of two independent throttles, high diameter runners, and low bends, the minor losses are reduced, and
consequently, engine pump losses are reduced. The lower pump losses lead to higher fuel conversion efficiency.
Ⅲ) Increase of RAM effect:
Runners are longer in design ‘C’ and, as mentioned earlier, it can increase the positive effect of RAM.
6000 rpm

4000 rpm

1000 rpm

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 11. Absolute pressure distribution in intake manifold design of (a) type A, (b) type B, and (c) type C at different engine rotational speeds
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(b)

Fig. 12. Variations in (a) brake power and (b) brake torque at different engine rotational speeds.

Fig. 13. Optimal manufactured double intake manifold.

4. Manufacture and Experimental Test of the Superior Manifold
4.1 Manufacture of the superior manifold
After performing the 1D-3D simulation, the superior manifold design is manufactured to compare with the base one. Fig. 13
shows the superior manifold made by manual molding of epoxy with glass fibers.
4.2 Investigation of experimental parameters
Tests were carried out first on the base engine and then on the engine equipped with the superior manufactured manifold. To
be sure, the experiments were repeated in three steps, and finally, the mean values were reported. To ensure the proper
performance of the engine, the superior manifold is carefully mounted and sealed. During the tests, engine rotational speed is in
the range of 1000-6300 rpm with 500 rpm intervals. Also, the throttle is wide open to maximize engine power.
All experiments were performed under the same ambient conditions (table 6). Also, the speciﬁcations of the measuring
instruments are reported in table 7.
4.3 Experimental results of brake power and torque
In the next step, it is necessary to install the manufactured manifold on the engine and compare it with the base manifold.
Firstly, the results of brake power and torque obtained from numerical simulation and experimental test for intake manifold
‘C’ are compared in Fig. 14a and Fig. 14b, respectively. Regarding Fig. 14, 1D-3D simulation has been able to predict engine power
and torque related to intake manifold ‘C’ to an acceptable level. It should be noted that part of the error in predicting engine brake
power and torque is related to the assumptions intended for manifold simulation. For example, the coefficient of friction
coefficient is assumed to be the same at different points, while it is not uniform.
Table 6. Laboratory Conditions of the test site.
City

Sea level (m)

Mashhad, Iran

986

Air pressure (bar)
0.89

Air temperature (°C)

Relative humidity

25

15%

Table 7. Specifications of measuring instruments.
Parameter

Measuring instruments

Accuracy

Engine rotational speed

Pickup speed sensor

Engine torque

Hydraulic dynamometer, torque meter

10 RPM
1 N.m

Engine power

Corresponding mathematical relations

0.5 hp
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 14. Comparison of experimental values and numerical simulation results of (a) brake power and (b) brake torque at different engine rotational
speeds.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 15. Comparison of the experimental values of (a) brake power and (b) brake torque at different engine rotational speeds in the basic manifold
and designed manifold ‘C’.

In the end, the experimental output of the engine brake power and torque obtained from the engine test for two types of
manifolds (base and optimal) are compared. Fig. 15 shows the experimental values of engine brake power and torque at various
rotational speeds for base manifold and designed manifold ‘C’. Regarding Fig. 15, intake manifold design ‘C’ has been able to
increase engine brake power and torque by an average of 6.814%. According to the results, it can be concluded that the manifold
design ‘C’ has been capable of increasing the brake power and torque of the engine impressively, especially at higher than average
values of engine rotational speeds.

5. Conclusion
In the present study, the impact of different optimal intake manifold designs on the performance of a 4-stroke SI engine was
investigated. For this reason, both numerical calculation and experimental tests are involved. The numerical simulation is
validated by real data of the engine output. The most important results obtained in the present study are:
 To improve the engine brake power, it is very effective to use a manifold that reduces the minor losses of the suction path.
Increasing the diameter of the runners, considering bends greater than 90 degrees, and utilizing two-valve throttle are
essential factors in reducing minor losses in the suction path.
 Increasing the length of the runners can increase the maximum engine torque to some extent. It should be noted that an
excessive increase in the runner’s length will significantly reduce the maximum engine power.
 Numerical simulations indicate that the 1D-3D simulation has an excellent ability to simulate manifold’s ﬂow.
 Comparison of experimental data of the engine equipped with the proposed double intake manifold and the base ones
shows that the proposed manifold design can increase engine efﬁciency by 6.814%. Regarding the costs incurred, this
increase in power and torque is noteworthy.
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